
Sarah Perrotta To Release 4th Album “Blue to
Gold”

Sarah Perrotta - Blue to Gold

Sarah Perrotta

Featuring Members of King Crimson,

Peter Gabriel, Gang of Four, The Fixx and

Others!

ASHEVILLE, NC, USA, September 28,

2021 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Singer/songwriter/pianist Sarah

Perrotta unveils her fourth studio

album of original art-rock/dream-pop

entitled “Blue to Gold” on 7D

Media/Third Star Records this October

2021. Produced by world renowned

drummer Jerry Marotta (Peter Gabriel,

Hall & Oates, Sarah McLachlan). The

songs and sonics of “Blue to Gold”

were cultivated over the last several

years at Dreamland Recording Studio

in Hurley, NY by Perrotta and Marotta.

In addition to her lush vocals and

melodic piano, Sarah utilizes a variety

of keyboards and synths including the

Mellotron, Rhodes, Wurlitzer, Moog,

and even a toy piano. The steady

masterful drumming of Jerry Marotta

sets the foundation for Sarah Perrotta’s

captivating voice and songwriting.

Lifelong friends and musicians were

enlisted to collaborate and enrich the

textures of “Blue to Gold” that include

Tony Levin (King Crimson, Peter

Gabriel), Sara Lee (Gang of Four, The

B52s, The League of Gentlemen), Marc

http://www.einpresswire.com


Shulman (Suzanne Vega), Bill Dillon (Robbie Robertson), Gerry Leonard (David Bowie), Daniel

Weiss ( Joan Osbourne) and Rupert Greenall (The Fixx). 

The album was mixed by Michael Cozzi and mastered by Chris Athens. While the limited edition,

deluxe vinyl package, that will be released in November, was mastered by Chris Muth.

The final result of “Blue to Gold” is an ethereal sound that washes over the listener with swirling

waves of dreamlike melodies and harmonies. From start to finish it’s a sonic journey that

rewards the listener with a musical depth worthy of repeated listenings. 

Sarah explains the meaning behind her new album, “To transform struggle into something of

value and beauty. The songs are each like a prayer or meditation for me based on relationships

and life experience. Topics include the awe and selflessness of parenthood, transition,

embracing our primitive dark side, rising above conflict, not wanting a good thing to end, being

open to following dreams, finding unity amid misunderstanding, a tribute to a friend who died

suddenly, to live life fully and the cyclical beauty of it all.”

“Blue to Gold” will appeal to listeners of Heather Nova and Happy Rhodes to Sia and Billie Eilish

as well as fans of one of rock’s most respected rhythm teams: Tony Levin and Jerry Marotta. 

Lead Vocals/Piano/Keyboards: Sarah Perrotta

Bass: Tony Levin, Sara Lee, Jerry Marotta

Guitar: Marc Shulman, Gerry Leonard, Bill Dillon, Johnnie Wang, Jay Perrotta, Peter Calo

Keyboards: Pamela Sue-Mann, Daniel Weiss, Rupert Greenall

Drums: Jerry Marotta, Peter O’Brien

Vocals: Heather Masse, Natasha Althouse, Erin Stewart, Jerry Marotta

String Orchestrator: Enzo DeRosa

Violin: Megan Gugliotta

In support of Sarah’s new album release she will be touring the northeast this Winter and Europe

in the Spring of 2022. She also has several music videos in the works.   

To pre-order:

https://sarahperrotta3star.bandcamp.com

For more information:

www.sarahperrottamusic.com

instagram: @sarahperrottamusic

www.facebook.com/perrottamusic

linktr.ee/sarahperrotta 

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ5PHYow_Uwv_Uydt0MHSzQ

Press inquiries:

https://sarahperrotta3star.bandcamp.com
http://www.sarahperrottamusic.com
http://www.facebook.com/perrottamusic
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ5PHYow_Uwv_Uydt0MHSzQ


Billy James

Glass Onyon PR

828-350-8158

glassonyonpr@gmail.com
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